Altered disc mechanics in mice genetically engineered for reduced type I collagen.
Mechanically test lumbar discs of transgenic mice in compression-tension and torsion. Determine if a reduction in type I collagen results in decreased disc mechanics. Quantitative relationships between disc structure and function would improve the understanding of disc generation and are essential relationships for functional tissue engineering. The reduced type I collagen transgenic mouse has been used in structure-function studies of bone and tendon, but not intervertebral discs. Methods for testing mouse discs have recently been developed, making disc structure-function studies possible. Microradiographed and mechanically tested lumbar discs from control and collagen-reduced mice in both compression-tension and torsion were used. Disc area and polar moment of inertia were determined from radiographic data, stiffness from mechanical data, and apparent modulus from geometric and mechanical data. Collagen-reduced discs had a larger area and polar moment of inertia compared to controls. The linear and torsional stiffness of collagen-reduced and control discs were not significantly different. Finally, the apparent modulus of collagen-reduced discs was significantly less than controls in compression (73% of control) and torsion (50%). Compared to controls, collagen-reduced discs had reduced apparent modulus in both loading directions, suggesting that the transgenic disc tissue was mechanically inferior to controls. These results are consistent with the widely accepted functional role of type I collagen in disc mechanics, and therefore supports the use of transgenic mice to study structure-function relationships of the disc. Future work will focus on quantifying structure-function relationships related to degeneration, as well as those relevant to the design of tissue-engineered disc replacements.